
New York State Legislative Alert   

Thursday, April 5, 2018 

A8526B & S8105 Bills impacting Rabbit Breeders 

What it does: Relates to requiring dogs, cats and rabbits sold by certain pet dealers to be rescue animals, or animals sourced 

from licensed breeders. 

Who it impacts: Every rabbit breeder who currently sells rabbits to pet stores or dealers. Indirectly it may impact every rabbit 

breeder who does not. 

What we want: Rabbits should be removed from A8526B & S8105. Unlicensed hobby rabbit breeders should be allowed to sell 

to pet stores or dealers if they choose as they would be regulated under the USDA if this activity is done commercially. There 

is no reason to add rabbits to the pet dealer law. 

This bill would ban non-licensed rabbit breeders from selling culls to pet stores or pet dealers. This is a bill that needs to be opposed even if you do not sell pet 

rabbits or to dealers or pet stores. This bill basically puts rabbits on the legislative radar as pets under the pet dealer law, and puts forth an idea that the state 

needs to regulate people breeding and selling rabbits…all rabbits. Years ago the pet dealer law was passed regulating dog and cat breeders who sold 25 or more 

per year. Over the years bills have been introduced some passed that add burdensome and expensive regulations to pet dealers. They are also trying to lower 

the licensing threshold. Back in 2006 they tried to add rabbits and all other animals in addition to cats and dogs. That bill was defeated by the rabbit breeding 

community.  

We need to send NYS legislators a strong message that there are rabbit breeders who are hobby vs commercial breeders who should not be regulated nor can 

we afford the expense of regulation. We need to preserve a responsible and legitimate outlet for rabbit culls whether you partake in the activity or not.  

Rabbit breeders both in NYS and outside the state need to contact the Assembly and Senate members who sponsored the 

bills, every member of the committees where the bill is currently, and if you reside in NYS your own legislator. The more rabbit 

breeders the legislature hears from the better our chances of defeating this legislation as we did in 2006. Please help spread 

the word and urge your fellow breeders to act. Contact information will be included in the end of the flyer. 

Include these facts in your e-mails, letters, and phone calls to legislators: 

The USDA under the Animal Welfare Act already regulates rabbit breeders who sell to pet stores or dealers. The licensing threshold is grossing $500 or more per 

year to these sources requires a USDA license. The USDA recognizes that rabbit breeders selling $500 or less to these outlets as well as rabbit breeders who sell 

to other rabbit breeders to preserve bloodlines (show purposes), or for meat should be exempted from commercial regulation. 



47% of hobby show rabbit breeders sell to pet stores (Rabbit Education Society breeder survey) 

The American Rabbit Breeders Assoc, National Specialty clubs, State Rabbit Breeder Associations, local all breed and regional specialty breed clubs have no ban 

on show rabbit breeders selling culls to pet stores or dealers. This activity is viewed as legitimate and responsible. 

NYS exempts shelters and rescues from the pet dealer law so that basically they are allowed to sell to pet stores and dealers but are exempt from complying to 

the same standards dog and cat pet dealers are required to. This bill adds rabbits to the pet dealer law and only allow “licensed” rabbit breeders to sell to stores 

and dealers and to comply with standards written for dogs. Rabbits are not dogs, they have species specific differences and a one size fits all standard does not 

apply. 

USDA regulation is expensive which is why there are so few commercial pet rabbit breeders. Requiring hobby rabbit breeders to be NYS licensed and follow dog 

standards would make selling to pet stores and dealers too expensive. It would not be fair to hobby rabbit breeders to ban them from the opportunity to find 

pet homes for culls via pet stores. 

Rabbit rescues and shelters have been documented importing rabbits in from other states to resell aka “adopt”. Rabbit rescues have been known to purchase 

rabbits off craigslist, at livestock auctions, from meat rabbit breeders, and show breeders under false pretense to resell aka adopt from their organizations. 

March 2018 a rabbit rescue in CA spent $700 of donations to buy rabbits at a livestock auction to resell as “unwanted pets”. It is not logical to allow these 

organizations to do this but effectively ban hobby rabbit breeders from selling to pet stores or dealers. 

Rabbit “mills” are a mythical term coined by animal rights organizations opposed to breeding. They label all rabbit breeders as “mills”. Comparing rabbits to 

dogs, there are species differences in show breeding programs that impact number in the herd, breeding frequency, etc). Also pet demand for rabbits is quite 

low compared to dogs. There are an estimated 89 million pet dogs, 91 million pet cats (American Pet Products Assoc) while there are only an estimated 3.2 

million pet rabbits in the US (American Veterinary Medical Assoc), down from 6.2 million in 2007 (AVMA). The average price paid to a rabbit breeder from a 

dealer or pet store is only $5-$10 per rabbit. When one examines credible data there is no financial incentive to breed pet rabbits large scale. Added to that 

USDA regulation if you gross more than $500 per year in sales to pet stores or dealers that just adds expense.  

American Pet Products Associations’ National pet owners survey found only 5% of small animals were purchased from breeders while 45% were “adopted” from 

pet stores (shelter/rescue sourced), 11% direct from a shelter, and 26% purchased at a pet store.  Allowing only licensed rabbit breeders to sell culls to pet stores 

or dealers does not help hobby rabbit breeders find pet homes.  

This and past Easters in CA and NYC where there are pet store bans including rabbits "rescues" and shelters were marketing "adopting" Easter rabbits. According 

to Easter Myths Explored http://rabbitedsociety.webs.com what we’ve been told about pet rabbits and Easter has been made up by the shelter and animal 

rights industries. Laws should not be passed that are based on biased information from organizations that are opposed to anyone breeding animals.  

The following is typical of how animal rights activists and rabbit “rescues” feel about ALL rabbit breeders: 

QUOTE FROM SPCA POST ON RABBITS: "Stopped bothering to read the horrendous posts on this page regarding these rabbits, too many vile people that I would have to be exceptionally rude to if I 

continued. 

There needs to be less breeding of rabbits, not more. There are are far too many in rescue centres as it is, but no doubt some evil breed-to-show individual will point out they cull their surplus so 

that's ok. 

Showing rabbits should be banned everywhere. 

http://rabbitedsociety.webs.com/


Rabbit farming to be banned too, it isn't necessary. 

And I'd never heard of 4H until reading this and frankly, that lot can take a running jump too, now I've researched it. But nevermind, in thirty years time there won't be any live animal meat trade, 

except in culturally backward countries. I'll let you lot decide whether that's you or not." 

 

S8105 Senate bill SPONSOR RITCHIE 

03/29/2018 REFERRED TO CONSUMER PROTECTION 

To contact Senate Consumer Protection Committee 

https://www.nysenate.gov/committees/consumer-protection 

From the above link you can set up an account and send messages to all the 

senators 

A8526-B Assembly Bill  SPONSOR O'Donnell OdonnellD@nyassembly.gov  

COSPNSR Fahy FahyP@nyassembly.gov , Englebright 

EngleS@nyassembly.gov 

Referred to NYS Assembly Agriculture committee 

http://nyassembly.gov/comm/?id=2 

Chair William Magee MageeW@nyassembly.gov  

Didi Barrett barrettd@nyassembly.gov 

Ken Blankenbush blankenbushk@nyassembly.gov 

Harry B. Bronson bronsonh@nyassembly.gov 

Marc W. Butler ButlerM@nyassembly.gov 

Clifford W. Crouch CrouchC@nyassembly.gov 

Gary D. Finch FinchG@nyassembly.gov 

 Michael J. Fitzpatrick FitzpatrickM@nyassembly.gov 

 Aileen M. Gunther GuntheA@nyassembly.gov 

 Stephen Hawley HawleyS@nyassembly.gov 

 Addie Jenne JenneA@nyassembly.gov 

 Billy Jones jonesb@nyassembly.gov 

 Barbara Lifton LiftonB@nyassembly.gov 

José Rivera RiveraJ@nyassembly.gov 

Linda B. Rosenthal RosentL@nyassembly.gov  

Angelo Santabarbara SantabarbaraA@nyassembly.gov 

Luis R. Sepúlveda SepulvedaL@nyassembly.gov 

Frank Skartados SkartadosF@nyassembly.gov 

James Skoufis skoufisj@nyassembly.gov 

Al Stirpe StirpeA@nyassembly.gov 

Carrie Woerner woernerc@nyassembly.gov 

 

Brought to you by a coalition of concerned show rabbit breeders 
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